Portuguese Questionnaire

Portuguese Quiz
What are the “barcos rebelo”? 
- A fortified island in the harbour
- The symbol of Lisbon
- Sailing vessels that carry port
- Colourful blue and white tiles

What are the exquisite painted tiles called? 
- Telha
- Aguardente
- Romarias
- Azulejos

This is one of the oldest cities in Portugal. Famously religious - known as "The City of Archbishops". 
- Porto
- Braga
- Coimbra
- Viana do Castelo

What’s the name of the Portuguese navigator that discovered the sea route to India? 
- Vasco da Gama
- Diogo Cão
- Pedro Álvares Cabral
- Bartolomeu Dias

Which of these islands belong to Portugal? 
- Sicily and Sardenha
- Madeira and Azores
- Ibiza and Formentera
- Maiorca and Menorca

How many countries border Portugal? 
- 1
- 3
- 2
- 4
In which year did Lisbon host a World Exposition?
- 2000
- 1998
- 2003
- 1996

What's the capital of Portugal?
- Barcelona
- Madrid
- Porto
- Lisbon

What is the most famous Portuguese wine?
- Red wine
- Pink wine
- Port Wine
- Green wine

What is the highest mountain in mainland Portugal?
- Serra da Estrela
- Arrábida
- Pico
- Caramulo

Which are the main colours featured on the Portuguese flag?
- green and red
- green and yellow
- yellow and pink
- red and yellow

What's the name of the typical Portuguese music?
- Hip Hop
- Fado
- Funk
- Salsa